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Hello JOe:

I have no problem with going to Sherman in 1996.  In Dec. 1985 I chaired a State of Pennsylvannia CCE type team to
evaluate Sherman.  Your boss Reed Phillips was on the team along with others whose names I can not remember.
However two were high executives in a liberal arts college and Yeshiva U. It was a damming assessment especially what
Reed and I did to the clinic.  I still have the report we wrote.  Regardless, I doubt that Gelardi will hold any personal
animosity towards me.  THe 1997 date also looks good.  Go for it and the presidency as well.  The AHC needs stability from
experience and energy.   Otherwise, who knows what evil lurks in the minds of men.  The shadow knows and he/she  could
be someone like Mildred.

In my opinion, CINY was a major academic force in chiropractic and folded because it was too good.  Mediocrity has always
dominated chiropractic education.. CMCC would have folded also if in the USA.  I used Kightlinger's notes on the nervous
system when I was a student. At least, I believe he was the CINY professor whose notes we used.  THey were succinct and
current.  My only remembrance of Weiant was his collaboration with Goldschmidt.  Weint and I wrote complimentary papers
on philosophy in chiropractic for Bob Anderson when he was editor of the California JOurnal circa 1983-85.  I met Mortimer
Levine and was impressed with his dedication to structural analysis.  Herman Schwartz was prominent in hid advocacy for
chiropractic inclusion in mental Health. Earl Homewood invited him to CMCC at one time and he was well received. I
provided a short introduction on Page 161 of his Mental Health and Chiropractic  book.  I was naive at the time.  I hadn't met
you.  Thure Peterson was the driving force behind CINY until the unfortunate ship wreck when his wife lost her life.   J.O.
Edgar Houle was a CINY graduate and one of the better faculty members who served during my tenure.  It was Edgar who
initiated the CMCC Archives, later CRAC.  But  was others who laid claim to their publication.  He was the first in
CHiropractic to advocate a scientific literature data base for education, research and government advocacy.  In fact, we in
Canada used that search effectively in government negotiations during the 70's  I must fill you in some day on those
wonderful times.   As for WSCC, I have most of my diary files and other info that makes for interesting if not embarassing
reading.

Now back to work Joe.


